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Abstract: Engineering curricula for undergraduate and graduate programs place a heavy focus on theoretical understanding and, in many cases, lab/tooling literacy. This is for good reason, as these are critical to engineering fundamentals. However, translating theory into practice and the realities/complexities of working professionally in large institutions is not something easily taught in school, and is furthermore not helped by the dearth of alumni feeding their industry experiences back to students. Thus, this learning is often “trial by fire” for graduating students moving fresh into an industry landscape, typically with little or no preparation in the way of soft skills and strategic thinking necessary to build a successful career. In this talk, we will focus on key concepts for career planning and development, learned from personal experience, including topics such as interview tips, understanding incentives, time horizons and adjusting expectations, short-circuiting eminence, planning your next move, managing information overload, and imposter syndrome. We will also briefly discuss logic scaling trends and some tips for graduate school.
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